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Defenders bingo

• Objective(s): You and your participants will begin introducing your-
selves to one another in this icebreaker exercise, which is built around
an interactive game that encourages participants to get to know each
other beyond just names.

• Length: 12-15 minutes depending on group size)
• Format: Exercise
• Skill level: Basic
• Required knowledge:

– None required
• Related sessions/exercises:

– Tricky candy1

• Needed materials:

– Bingo sheets for each participant (pre-filled with participants’
names)

– Blank index cards
– Pens/pencils (enough for all participants)
– Optional: Markers and blank sticky labels (for name tags)

1https://cyber-women.com/en/trust-building-exercises/tricky-candy/
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Defenders bingo

Leading the Exercise

Remembering names and identifying faces is more difficult for some people
than it is for others. This “icebreaking” exercisewill help participants remem-
ber these detailswhile also allowing them to learnmore about the people they
will be working with throughout the training process – each other!

1. Have each participant write their first name on a blank index card, and
collect them all once everybody has finished.

2. Next, give everyone a Bingo sheet that’s been pre-preparedwith all par-
ticipants’ names (see example below) – optionally, you may also in-
clude your name on the board.

Example of a pre-prepared Bingo sheet:

Alma Kim Sophie
Heidi Cristina Roua
Marcela Tippy Indira
Anaiz Lulu Maria

3. Explain to the group how the game works:

• You will read aloud, one by one, the index cards that participants
filled in with their names;

• As you read out names, participants will circle each namewhere
it appears on their Bingo sheets;

• The first participant to circle a complete row of names (horizon-
tally or vertically) will shout “Bingo!” and be declared the winner.

4. Ask the winner to read aloud the name of the first participant in their
winning row – the person named will stand up, repeat her name, and
then add a detail (choose which ahead of time and let them know as
part of your instructions) such aswhat she likes to do in her spare time,
what her favorite movie or song is, her favorite food, etc.
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5. The winner will repeat the process in Step 4 until each participant in
their winning row has introduced themselves. As each name is called,
take its matching index card from the stack you used in Step 3 and set
it aside.

6. Once the winner has finished calling out the names in their winning
row, thank them; then, read aloud the names on your remaining index
cards so that each participant has the chance to introduce themselves
to the group.

7. Once all the participants have introduced themselves, it’s your turn!
Repeat your name for the group and share a detail about yourself as
well. Close the exercise by reminding the group that you are all start-
ing a new adventure together, and that knowing and recognizing each
person in the group will be very important to the success of your jour-
ney.

Optional: At the end of the exercise, give each participant a blank
sticky label and a marker so they can make their own name tag —this
not only helps participants remember each other’s names, but also
helps you to do the same (always a plus for your training process!)
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